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vehicles. But ofﬁcials couldn’t San Francisco is a reasonable would raise $600,000.
Sam Liccardo, San Jose’s
decide whether to charge way to defray some of the $5.6
million public cost of oversee- representative on the authorwalkers to help cover costs.
Some on the regional panel ing the walk.
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Trouble
at schools
tip of the
iceberg?
Everything on today’s
menu is low fat and high
fiber. Consume as much as
you want:
n It’s been almost impossible to pick up a newspaper
lately without reading damning allegations involving an
area school. A third-grade
Antioch student is forced under a chair while his teacher
sits atop it? Another youngster’s hands are duct-taped
together? A
Brentwood
teacher
kicks a
5-year-old
autistic boy?
This
comes on
TOM BARNIDGE
top of sex
COLUMNIST
abuse lawsuits filed
against the
Moraga School District and
a $725,000 settlement given
a Lafayette middle school
student.
Makes you wonder what
else is going on that we don’t
know about.
n It’s no surprise to find
Abram Wilson excited about
a new development proposed
for San Ramon. He was the
city’s mayor for six years.
But you don’t often see a
guy do back flips over burial
plots.
In talking about the 221acre, $35 million cemetery
that a Danville developer
hopes to put in the Tassajara
Valley, Wilson gushed to a
reporter, “I would love to be
buried in the area. … I’m going to be the first one to buy
a plot there.”
That’s why they put
fences around cemeteries.
Everybody’s dying to get in.
n It’s said if you live long
enough you’ll get to see
everything. Finding Richmond council members Tom
Butt and Corky Boozé on the
same side of an issue proves
the point. It’s like learning
the Obamas and the Boehners went halves on a house
boat.
The councilmen recently
were named in a lawsuit
by A&D Tow that alleges
they worked to exclude the
towing company from city
contracts. It will take an
incredibly gifted lawyer to
prove that Butt and Boozé
have ever worked toward the
same goal on any occasion.
n Oakland’s police department is under fire, the city’s
infrastructure needs repair
and its long-term debt is a
circling vulture, but that
hasn’t stopped officials from
fantasizing about a Coliseum
City sports complex to house
the A’s, Warriors and Raiders.
The latest pipe dream
update came last week, when
Assistant City AdministraSee BARNIDGE, Page 2

$600,000

A
fee would generate if 120,000
paid for the walk
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HIGHWAYS 4 AND 242

Officials accelerate
metering lights pla

DAN ROSEN

Traffic enters Highway 4 westbound at Railroad Avenue in Pittsburg on Feb. 26, whe
metering lights may be added. Signals would be installed in Pittsburg by the end of

Signals aimed at
improving trafﬁc ﬂow
during commutes

680

Concord

By Paul Burgarino

A
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pburgarino@bayareanewsgroup.com

After almost two decades
in the dark, plans are rolling
forward to energize metering
lights in Pittsburg and North
Concord by the end of the year.
County transportation ofﬁcials also are looking at giving
the green light to metering entrances to Highway 4 through
Martinez and Antioch by the
end of 2015.
The addition of the signals
on Highway 4 and Highway 242
during peak commute hours is
aimed at improving trafﬁc ﬂow
on one of the Bay Area’s and
nation’s most punishing com-
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mutes, according to local transportation ofﬁcials.
“We’ve seen metering lights
deployed in other parts of California and the United States,
and it’s a good operation that
helps keep trafﬁc ﬂow moving
efﬁciently and effectively,” said
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Randell Iwasaki, Co
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ecutive director.
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MT. DIABLO DISTRICT

Secret report on charter scho
Members kept in dark
say withholding analysis
undermines public trust
By Theresa Harrington
tharrington@
bayareanewsgroup.com

CONCORD — To protect the
Mt. Diablo school district’s reputation, Superintendent Steven Lawrence, a former board president
and another trustee kept secret a
ﬁnancial analysis on charter costs,

ONLINE EXTRAS

the rest of the board learned Monday.
Current board President Cheryl
Hansen said she didn’t ﬁnd out
about the report on the ﬁnancial
impact to the district from the
new Clayton Valley Charter High
School until this month, after it
was posted on the website of the
Fiscal Crisis & Management Assistance Team, or FCMAT, which
completed the analysis. Hansen
and recently elected Trustee Brian
Lawrence — who are part of a new
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» EXPANDED FEATURES ON THE WEB

Mike Tyson takes
center stage

Fabulous
in February
See a slideshow of
the top animal photos
from February.

Join Karen D’Souza at 8 p.m. as
she live tweets from the boxer’s
solo show “Undisputed Truth.”
www.twitter.com/karendsouza4

JEFF CHRISTENSEN/AP

www.mercurynews.com/
pets-animals
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